Abstract-The goal of our work is to limit in-band interference in wireless communication systems. Based on a three-regime interference classifier, we propose a novel distributed inter-cell power allocation algorithm where each cell computes by an iterative process its minimum power budget to meet its local quality of service (QoS) constraints. Analytical results show how our proposal permits to notably reduce both transmission power and harmful effects of in-band interference, while meeting QoS constraints of users in each cell.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless communication systems target high capacity transmissions in interference limited scenarios. Furthermore, network operators have to guarantee QoS to customers in increasingly dense cellular systems. The interference issue becomes a detrimental and QoS-limiting bottleneck.
Several methods have been proposed to limit prejudicial effects of interference experienced by destinations; main tech niques are surveyed and commented below. First, Resource Allocation Management can avoid in-band concurrent trans missions to cause intra-cell and inter-cell interference by full time/frequency orthogonalization of transmission resources. Nevertheless, such orthogonal allocation techniques may re sult in poor resource reuse. More flexible approaches are promising: Frequency Reuse [1] , for instance, consists in reallocating part of frequency resources in adjacent spatial locations. Second, signal processing techniques such as Dirty Paper Coding, Successive Interference Cancellation, Sphere Decoder or Interference Alignment (IA) can help in coping with detrimental effects of interference [2] - [5] . Recently, with its challenging results, IA relaunches interest for interference mitigation processing. Nevertheless, such techniques present complex implementation and a full knowledge of Channel State Information (CSI) is required. Third, interference can be fought by channel aware adaptive mechanisms such as Adaptive Modulation Coding (AMC) [6] and Power Control. For instance, Water-Filling [7] is proposed to optimize a cost function under a set of constraints. Such a technique is based on Game Theory and Convex Optimization [8] [10] . Indeed, any power variation in a cell affects perceived inter-cell interference in neighbour cells, which will react by adjusting their own power, and so on.
Most previous work in the domain of power allocation for interference mitigation focuses on centralized techniques [10] [12] . Centralized approaches can perform optimally. Neverthe less, the presence of a centralized network controller (NC), that dictates the power allocated to each cell, is needed. With centralized techniques, base stations (BS) first inform NC on channel quality with user equipments (DE). Then, NC estimates the optimum power allocation level for each BS. Finally, NC broadcasts to BSs the decision on the momentary power allocation set. Centralized approaches have three main drawbacks. First, effectiveness of such approaches depends on the reliability of estimation of link quality between each node (BS and UE). Second, signalling (for channel estimation) and control overhead (broadcast of power allocation set) is introduced. Third, all computation complexity is carried out at NC. Power allocation can also be computed with a distributed algorithm. Distributed techniques have been mainly investigated in the literature for reducing both channel esti mation and inter-cell signalling. But sometimes a centralized NC may simply be infeasible (or not desired). Distributed power allocation techniques may suffer from sub-optimality and computation time. Their main drawback is the amount of CSI required at each BS. Commonly, BSs periodically refresh their CSI estimation on locally active UEs to perform link adaptation techniques (AMC, power control, channel aware scheduling, etc.). If BSs need additional information on neighbour interfering cells, extra dedicated monitoring and consequent signalling is required.
In the literature, some theoretical investigations propose to classify perceived interference at UE in five regimes, namely noisy, weak, moderately weak, strong and very strong inter ference regimes [13] [14] . Furthermore, Han and Kobayashi proposed in [15] to decompose, at the coder, messages into a private part for an exclusive UE and a common part decodable by all UEs. The proportion of private and common information in the global message can be matched up with the interference classification. For instance, messages are entirely private in the noisy regime, while they are entirely common in the very strong regime. The combination of private and common messages at the coder is achieved by superposition coding. Nevertheless, such a five-regime classifier, as well as super position coding, require complex processing which cannot be met in practice. Therefore, in-band inter-cell interference is mostly processed in practice by a single (and not necessarily optimal) interference mitigation scheme. Particularly, most power control algorithms in interfered networks consider in band interference as additional noise (noisy regime).
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present a novel simplified and effective interference classifier (Sec tion III). Second, we exploit such an interference classifier to define a distributed power allocation (DPA) algorithm (Sec tion IV) which minimizes the power budget in an interference limited multi-cell network under QoS constraints.
II. NOTATIONS AND SYSTEM MODEL
In our work, we consider a system with two neighbour cells, '1&' 1 and '1&'2, whose downlink transmissions occur over a common communication band. Each cell 'i5i consists of a base station (source Si) and a single user equipment (destination di), both are single-antenna. Besides, 'i5i is rate and power constrained, i. e., Si must ensure at least the target information rate Ri for di, while transmission power Pi at Si cannot exceed the system limitation Pi,max (constraints are bold faced). Zi '" JV(O, N o ). Destination di is assumed able to decode the interfering message Xj sent by Sj, even if the information mes sage Xi from Si is the one dedicated to di. As a consequence, the information rate Rj of the interfering cell 'l&'j is assumed to be known by 'i5i. The received signal at di is given by Focusing on destination viewpoint, our system can be di vided into two many-to-one IC denoted by (�i)i= 1 , 2' Subsys tem �i accounts for the whole cell 'l&'i with its interfering neighbour source Sj. � 1 is illustrated on Figure Ib and seems to be the well-known two-user Multiple Access Channel (MAC) [16] . Nevertheless, �i differs from a two-user MAC.
Indeed, with a MAC, both sources send intentionally informa tion to the common destination, whereas with �i' the crossed channel ( g j , i) conveys interference instead of information. Furthermore, a MAC tries to optimize rates pair (R 1; R2), whereas �i cannot control crossed rate Rj and has to deal with Rj without reducing Ri. So as to insist on these fundamental differences between a MAC and �i' we refer, for system �i' to information and crossed rates respectively as Pi and f.li, instead of Ri and Rj. But we have f.li = Pj = Rj in practice. Finally, variables Ai, Bi, Ci and A used hereafter are introduced, while "Yi and 8i respectively denote SNR and INR perceived at di. In this section, we propose a simplified interference classifi cation which reduces the processing complexity in comparison to the classification in [13]- [15] . Since private and common data flows cannot be superposed in practice, we force the sources to output a single common flow. To this end, we assumed the destinations can decode interfering messages.
However, the decoding process at destination di is adapted to its perceived INR 8i: the decoder treats interfering message X· either as a private or as a common message. We classify �terference into three regimes. Either, the interference signal is 'weak' (roughly at noise level) (see III-A). In this case we process interference as additional noise. Otherwise, we decode interference, either before processing the intended signal (see III-B.l), or jointly with the intended signal (see III-B.2). Each destination can, in an autonomic way, classify its momentary perceived interference and consequently choose how to process interfering signal without relying on specific information from a central decision maker.
MAC and IC performance is typically characterized by their capacity region, which is the set of all simultaneously achievable rates pairs (R 1; R2), i.e., rates that can be trans mitted with arbitrarily small error probability. Capacity region upper bounds have been proposed for MAC and IC in [13] [17] ; some of these bounds are used below to introduce our three-regime interference classifier for subsystem �i' For each regime, we derive first the region where the regime is applicable, second performance that can be achieved.
A. "Noisy" Interference Regime
The noisy regime corresponds to the most conventional way for processing interference, i. e., as thermal noise. Applicability of this regime is related to the incapacity of di to decode the neighbour message Xj (see (4) : channel in outage). If the perceived neighbour signal is too weak, then processing X j as
B. "MAC-like" Interference Regimes
If perceived interference is not classified as noisy, then we decode both messages, as a two-user MAC would make it ("MAC-like"). The capacity region of the two-user MAC can thus be exploited to evaluate our performance. This region is bounded by the individual rates of each intended source and by the sum of these rates (sum-rate), as shown in (6) 
B.]) "Interference Cancellation" Regime: Here, interference is so strong that it causes no degradation in comparison to a scenario without interference. Such a regime is known in the literature as the very strong interference regime [18] . Optimal scheme consists in first decoding interfering data while treating information data as noise, then subtracting interference to the received signal and eventually decoding the information signal cleaned from interference. Interference is then cancelled out. Equation (7) specifies the applicability range of this regime while (8) bounds the achievable information rate Pi and SNR "Ii. Referring to (6)-R this regime stands for the first inequality.
f..l i :::; log2 (1 + �) {::} fJ· "Ij � Bi (1 + "Ii) (7) 1 + "Ii 
Achievable Pi and "Ii are derived from the third line of (6)-R:
C. Achievable SNR Region for �i Performance of our three-level interference classification is illustrated hereafter. Since in practice f..l i = Pj = Rj holds, variables Bi and Ci are useless (see (2)- (3)). Furthermore, each regime is completely defined by knowledge of couples bi; 8i) and (R1; R2) (see (4)- (10)). Therefore, the parameters set [!lJs = {R1; R2; f1; f2} states performance for � 1 and �2.
Usually, the optimization problem of rate maximization under power constraints is characterized by its achievable capacity region in region (R 1; R2)' Since we seek to optimize the dual problem, i.e., minimizing transmission power while meeting rates (Rl' R2), it suits better to derive the achievable power region. Pi is easily deduced from "Ii with (1). So we rather work in region bi; 8i) (recall: 8i = fj '''Ij) within which we derive the achievable SNR region @i, i. e., the set of all pairs bi; 8i) that let �i (or equivalently, '!&i) meet its target rate Ri. Our optimization problem is described by (5), (8) , (10) respectively subject to constraints (4), (7), (9) defining three adjacent and non-overlapping regions (coloured respectively in yellow, green and white on Figure 2 ). @i is shown on Figure 2 , where "Ii, max and 8i , max state limitations Pi,max and Pj,max, Dash-dot red lines illustrate the applicability boundaries (4) and (7) of the three regimes.
Solid blue lines (� i k h= 1 ..3 show the lower bounds (5), (10) and (8) of @i, respectively for the noisy, joint decoding and interference cancellation regimes. The blended shades of blue specify that @i is located above blue lines (�fh. Never theless minimizing power Pi implies minimizing "Ii; optimal solution to our problem is so located on lines (� i k h, i.e., (5) , (8) and (10) 
.'
: According to information theory, perceived interference at destination can be classified into different operating regimes. In each regime, interference can be conveniently processed. However, most previous work on power allocation adopts a single interference regime [10] - [12] . Such approaches fail as soon as perceived interference is not consistent any more with the applicability region of the regime; some transmissions must then be rejected. Based on these observations, we propose to classify on an autonomic way the momentary perceived interference in each cell. Thus, each source can in tum efficiently update and minimize its transmission power under its QoS constraint, without any extra signalling. Power is allocated by an iterative "ping-pong" process (see Fig.3b ) whose convergence is proved in Section V. Main steps of our DPA algorithm are summarized as follows:
Step l. 8 1 and 82 broadcast their target rate Rl and R2.
Step 2. The power allocation set is initialized at n = 0 with pO = (P1,max; P2,max), �i starts the process.
Step 3. di estimates "Ii and classifies its perceived 8i.
Step 4. di notifies 8i of 8i and its relevant regime 0i.
Step 5. Si updates pr on pr+ 1, based on 8r and Or.
Step 6. dj estimates "If and classifies its perceived 8j+1.
Step 7. dj notifies S j of 8j+1 and its relevant regime OJ.
Step 8. Sj updates prt on pp+1, based on 8j+1 and OJ.
Step 9 rn+l t-( ",n+l. ",n+l ) pn+l t-( pn+l. p,n+l ) n t-n +l
Steps 3-9 are repeated untilllrn+1 -rnll < € or n :::; nMAX.
v. CONVERGENCE OF DPA: ANALYTICAL AND
NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section we show that the proposed DPA algorithm most of the time converge to an optimal solution. Furthermore, we investigate some main convergence features of DPA. To this end, we first recall the main mathematical tools needed to understand our proposal. Second, we explain how to ap ply such theoretical mathematical tools to the system model presented in Section II. Third, we outline the applicability constraints of the proposed method to our system model.
A. Recall of the Banach Fixed Point Theorem
Let u : X -+ X be a mapping from a set X to itself. An iterated function sequence (u n ) n is defined as
= uou n-1 where idx is the identity function on X and (u 0 v) is a composed function, i.e., (uov)(x) = u [(v(x)]. Any sequence is derived from (u n ) n by its first value Xo and recurrence X n = U (X n-1 ) = u n (X O ) .
Let u : E -+ E be a mapping from a metric space (E, d) to itself; d is the metric on E. u is called a contraction if there is some real number K, < 1 such that (11) is satisfied.
The smallest value of K, is called the Lipschitz constant of u; a fixed point for u is a point x* in E invariant under u, i. e., u( x*) = x*. The Banach fixed point theorem proves existence and uniqueness of a limit for such recurrent sequences [19] .
Theorem. If(E, d) is a non-empty complete metric space and u : E -+ E is a contraction with a Lipschitz constant K, < 1, then u admits one and only one fixed point x* in E. Further more, the iterated function sequence (xo, u(xo), u 2 (xo),· .. ) converges to x*, whatever Xo may be. The fixed point x* is also called an attractor.
B. Applicability of Banach Theorem to our System Model
Solutions to our optimization problem for '6i, subject to our interference classifier, are derived as (12) . For each regime k E {I; 2; 3}, transmission power pr at iteration n is minimized under constraint Ri by a mapping u�, within its region of applicability, such that 'Yr+1 = u�(8r). Since applicability regions are disjointed (see Fig. 2 
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( 1 2 ) DPA needs a "ping-pong" process. Update of ('Yr) n is indeed derived as an iterated function sequence ('i&'t starts):
O n+l o n with the composed mapping q)i = (u i i oU j j ). The expression of q)i therefore depends on the momentary interference scenario (O r+1; OJ). Table I details all possible derivations of q)i and its attractor "Ii which is the solution to q)i ("{;) = "Ii-
C Applicability Constraints
We recalled the Banach theorem for one mapping. Never theless, with our classifier not all equations in Table I first are contracting, second are relevant, third have attractors. Therefore, before applying the proposed DPA algorithm to our rate constrained system, we need to check that in each cell '6i at least one of the nine mappings in Table I is first a contraction whose attractor is within its applicability region, second the single mapping (U� ? +l 0 u� j ) which is relevant to the momentary interference scenario (Or+1; OJ).
Cl) Existence ofr = ("{i, "12'): The mappings u� and u� in (12) are restricted to a region of applicability. Since q)i is composed by u� and u�, q)i has also a region of applicability.
Therefore, q)i can converge to its attractor "Ii only if "Ii exists and is within the applicability region of q)i. An attractor, which is within the applicability region of its mapping, will be said relevant. The convergence of our algorithm needs that both q)1 and q)2 have relevant attractors. We show below that there always is at least one vector ("Ii; "12') of relevant attractors. the second regime is relevant in '6'2 (O� = 2); the update of I'g with u� would like to join the diagonal blue line �i, but I'� must remain consistent with 8} assumptions; so the diagonal red bound cannot be crossed. At step 2.1, I't is already optimal, so I'r = I't. Proof The Banach theorem states that (u n (X O )) n con verges to and only to x*, whatever Xo, if u is a contraction.
Thus, as soon as the "ping-pong" process meets a pair On of regimes where <I>? n and <I>� n are contractions with relevant attractors, then the convergence will be ensured and On will not change any more. The existence of such a region with a vector [* of relevant attractors was established in V-C.l. nevertheless, if the region 0* exists, 0* has to be met.
hr ; I'�) n cannot remain in a region whose attractors are not relevant; such a region is indeed 'repellent'. Therefore, (Or; O�) n will change until 0* is met. Nevertheless, we could imagine that hr ; I'�) n may oscillate between two repellent regions without ever meet 0*. However, the transverse and successive updates of (I' r ) n and (I'� ) n , combined with easy rules at regimes boundaries, prevent from such oscillations.
As a consequence, 0* is always met.
• e3) Is <l>i a compare Ti = hh to 1. This translates into (14) .
In the first case, <l>i is a contraction (since Ti < 1). The second case is a special scenario where regimes pairs (2; 2), (2; 3) and (3; 2) are simultaneously relevant (see Fig. 4 ): if h i) n cannot converge in (2; 2) (as Ti > 1), the convergence is on the other hand ensured in (2; 3) or (3; 2) (see below). hr ; I'� ) n , and so of our algorithm.
e4) Power Limitation: Our system is power constrained by (Pl,max; P2,max). If at any iteration a power P i n exceeds its limitation, then the process should be stopped. The conver gence of the process may be not ensured; user transmission rejection or Time Sharing between cells can be applied. Figure 4 where we plot in green and magenta the convergence for two different p O . Requested conditions for convergence were established in V-C.3. For some scenarios &s where r is located within (1; 2) or (2; 1), convergence may not be ensured naturally.
However, source Si can quickly detect the non-convergence and reacts. Indeed, it exists in this case a number nl of iterations such that for every n > nl, (Pt) n oscillates between a couple of powers. Si has then simply to notify S j and Time Sharing or transmission rejection is applied.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate distributed power allocation (DPA) techniques best suited for interference limited and QoS constrained cellular networks. First, we propose a simplified and effective interference classification method which can be performed by each destination without relying on a central decision maker. Then, we design a novel DPA mechanism which exploits the proposed classification of interference to minimize the power budget in each cell. Our analytical and numerical evaluations show that the proposed DPA algorithm most of the time converges while QoS constraints are met. Future works will focus on a generalization to more than two cells, as well as on a finer investigation of rate convergence.
